Bookbuilding, the dominant offering mechanism for IPOs in the U.S. and other markets, is controversial because of the power it gives underwriters over IPO allocations. Critics point to the fact that allocations could be abused to generate kickbacks for underwriters while proponents argue that allocation power could improve pre-market price discovery. We examine the effect of varying underwriter power over IPO allocations in the Indian IPO market, exploiting its natural variation due to regulatory changes. When underwriters control allocations, bookbuilding is associated with lesser underpricing, but this effect quickly dissipates when regulations bar allocation discrimination. Using a proprietary dataset of IPO books, we find that allocation discrimination is pervasive, economically significant, and is used to differentiate between institutional investors based on hard information in bids, issue and bidder characteristics and soft information possessed by underwriters. Our evidence supports bookbuilding theories in which discretion in allocation helps in pre-market price discovery.
Introduction
The decision to go public, or make an initial public offering (IPO) of equity, is an important landmark in a firm's life cycle. Investment banks act as partners of firms during the IPO process. They advise firms on how to structure the offering, how it should be marketed to investors, organize the related road shows, and perhaps most crucially, help set the offer price for the issue. The process by which the issue manager determines the price varies across markets and depends on the type of the offering mechanism. In "bookbuilding," an IPO manager solicits demand information from prospective investors. This information is used by underwriters to set an offer price and allocate shares to investors. The key feature -indeed, the defining feature -of bookbuilding is that the pricing and allocation decisions are not defined by preset rules but left to the subjective discretion of the IPO manager. Bookbuilding is the predominant mechanism in the U.S., and it has come to dominate most markets in which it is allowed. The trend in favor of bookbuilding and potential explanations is the focus of Sherman (2002 Sherman ( , 2005 and Sherman (2005, 2006) .
Even as bookbuilding continues to expand its reach, it often faces criticism for the power it gives underwriters over the IPO process. At the heart of this criticism is the latitude in allocating IPO shares enjoyed by underwriters of bookbuilt IPOs. Given that IPOs are underpriced, i.e., they tend to appreciate above the offer price once trading begins, the power to allocate shares effectively grants IPO underwriters the ability to distribute large profits to investors. For instance, in the U.S., the money left on the table equals $106 billion for IPOs brought to the market between 1980 and 2000 (Ritter and Welch (2002) ). With such money at stake, power over allocations appears to be a recipe for cronyism and corruption. While there is little direct evidence of such abuse, there is anecdotal evidence of practices such as "spinning," although even this is somewhat mixed.
1 On the other side of the debate, bookbuilding proponents
1 Allegations of abuse of allocation power include "spinning," in which underwriters give share allocations in exchange for inflated brokerage for future trades (Smith and Pulliam (2000) , Gasparino, Schroeder and Kranhold (2000) ). However, the high profile case of Frank Quattrone and CSFB has failed to result in a prosecution. On the other hand, the evidence in Nimalendran, Ritter, and Zhang (2006) suggest that trading and allocations are not dissociated from each other. point out that giving underwriters power over allocation could improve pre-market price discovery. The pioneering theoretical work on this point includes Benveniste and Spindt (1989), Benveniste and Wilhelm (1990) , and Spatt and Srivastava (1991) .
The Indian IPO market offers an interesting setting for studying underwriter power over allocations. In the Indian market, regulations induce natural variation in underwriter control over IPO allocations. Underwriters were first granted and then stripped of the ability to allocate shares in bookbuilt IPOs. Historically, firms could go public in India only via a fixed price offering mechanism that gave no discretion in allocation to underwriters. In 1999, bookbuilding was introduced into the Indian market. The initial version of bookbuilding differed from traditional fixed price offerings in two ways. One, underwriters enjoyed the ability to adjust prices in response to market demand as reflected in pre-market bidding. In contrast, underwriters of fixed price offerings could make no adjustment to the offer price in response to investor bids, so the filing price was the final offer price in these offerings. A second difference was that in bookbuilt IPOs, underwriters enjoyed complete control over allocations. In contrast, underwriters had no control over allocations in fixed price offerings, which were required to be proportionate by law. In November 2005, there was another shift in regulations governing the IPO process. In the new regime, bookbuilt IPOs retained the same ability to adjust offer prices in response to bids as before. However, allocations were required to be proportionate, so underwriters no longer controlled IPO allocations.
Thus, the Indian IPO market witnessed two versions of bookbuilding. Both versions of bookbuilding permitted similar flexibility in setting final offer prices in response to books. However, the two versions differed in the allocation power granted to underwriters. The earlier version of bookbuilding gave underwriters both pricing flexibility and allocation discretion, while the later version gave underwriters the same pricing flexibility but took away allocation discretion. We compare the effect of bookbuilding with and without allocation powers, in the spirit of a difference-in-difference approach. We also shed light on how underwriters use their allocation powers. Using a proprietary dataset of IPO books, we characterize the prevalence, economic signif-icance, and cross-sectional drivers of discrimination in IPO allocations. Our results indicate that underwriters use allocation discretion extensively based on the hard and soft information they obtain during the pre-market process.
We briefly summarize the results. The first part of our analysis examines IPOs after the initial introduction of bookbuilding to the Indian market. In this time period, there are two types of offerings: fixed price offerings with no underwriter allocation power and bookbuilt IPOs in which underwriters have allocation power. In this regime, we find that bookbuilding is associated with lower underpricing, consistent with the view that there is greater pre-IPO information production when underwriters control allocation. We conduct a parallel analysis for the time period after November 2005 when underwriters were stripped of allocation powers. Much of the positive effect of bookbuilding quickly dissipates in the no-allocation power regime. This is probably not the result one might expect a priori given the high levels of underpricing in India (median = 22%, mean = 33% in our sample), which affords ample opportunities for cronyism and related quid pro quo. Yet, the evidence suggests that on average, discretion in allocation is used positively to benefit issuers.
The second part of our analysis examines books of bids and allocations for subsample of 25 IPOs. Our goal is to examine the extent of discrimination and empirically characterize its cross-sectional variation. This analysis brings to the table a new dataset on IPO bids and allocations, which has been relatively sparse in received work on IPOs. Absent legal requirements that underwriters should disclose data on their books, issue managers tend to guard the data rather zealously, leading Ritter and Welch (2002) to characterize share allocation issues as promising avenues for future research. We contribute towards filling in the gap. Our evidence in this analysis builds on work on European IPO books by Goldreich (2001, 2003) and Jenkinson and Jones (2005) .
As background for the book analysis, we briefly discuss some institutional aspects of the Indian IPO market. An important aspect of the Indian market is the legal status of bids. In the U.S. (and other markets with bookbuilding), initial bids submitted by investors are only indicative. However, in the Indian IPO market, bids are irrevocable and legally binding. Furthermore, all investors with the exception of tiny retail investors (bid amounts below about $2,000) must submit limit orders indicating both the quantity bid for and the price at which they bid. In the European markets analyzed by Goldreich (2001, 2003) , institutions can submit either market or limit order bids. Third, underwriters are not allowed to discriminate between individual bids, all of which are awarded proportionate allocations. Finally, fixed buckets of shares are reserved for institutional and individual bidders. Thus, underwriter discrimination is within the institutional pool rather than between individuals and institutions.
The use of discrimination in our sample is pervasive. We can reject the hypothesis of no discrimination individually for every IPO in our sample. The odds of receiving favorable or unfavorable allocation depend on the bid size but the relation is not linear nor is it monotonic. Interestingly, bids are not a sufficient statistic for determining allocation. Other variables can partly explain IPO allocations. Controlling for bid size parametrically or non-parametrically, we find that underwriters tend to favor domestic mutual funds or foreign institutional investors at the expense of financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies. We find no evidence that frequent bidders are favored in allocations. However, bidders, conditional on being frequent, are less likely to be discriminated against when they are not equity market investors such as mutual funds. This finding is consistent with underwriters using uninformed nonequity investors for insurance against adverse demand conditions or for providing competition to informed equity market bidders. We find weaker evidence on the role of underwriter reputation or a U.S. affiliation in determining whether allocation discretion is used. Our results suggest that allocation decisions involve the use of both hard information in bids as well as soft information unrelated to the specific bid presented in the books. The ability to use non-bid and subjective information is associated with lower underpricing, and perhaps provides one explanation for the popularity of bookbuilding in IPOs compared to mechanisms that prescribe pricing and allocation policies blind to non-bid information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the related IPO literature. Section 3 provides a brief description of the institutional setting of the Indian IPO market. Section 4 describes the data for the analysis of underpricing in Indian IPOs. Section 5 compares bookbuilt IPOs with fixed price IPOs using various specifications. Section 6 presents evidence from the bids and allocations from a proprietary sample of IPO books. Section 7 concludes.
Literature
The IPO literature is quite extensive. Ritter and Welch (2002) and Ljungqvist (2005) provide relatively recent and comprehensive surveys of literature. Ritter and Welch discuss IPO activity, pricing and allocations, while Ljungqvist focuses on IPO underpricing.
The literature on IPO offering mechanisms dates back to at least Rock (1986).
Rock models the lemons problem in the IPO market with asymmetric information among potential IPO investors, and argues that underpricing is a natural consequence of this lemons problem. Benveniste and Spindt (1989) model the information gathering process in a mechanism design setting close to the U.S. bookbuilding process. In their model, underwriters commit to underpricing in order to extract favorable information held by outside investors in the pre-IPO period. A related point is made by Spatt and Srivastava (1991) , who contend that pre-play communication and limited participation constraints similar to discriminatory allocations results in a superior selling procedure (see also Sherman (2005) ). In these models, discrimination is the critical ingredient in the bookbuilding process, as it allows underwriters to extract favorable information in exchange for more favorable IPO allocations. A testable implication of bookbuilding theories that has drawn much attention is the "partial adjustment" phenomenon, which predicts that IPOs with more favorable price adjustments in the filing period should experience more underpricing. Hanley (1993) provides early evidence on this phenomenon. Recent work on the partial adjustment process includes Lowry and Schwert (2004) . Dasgupta and Hansen (2007) provide an excellent and recent survey of the literature (see, especially, their Section 4.8).
Empirical evidence on the impact of bookbuilding is limited. A key empirical constraint, as pointed out by Sherman (2002 Sherman ( , 2005 and Jagannathan and Sherman (2005, 2006) , is that bookbuilding dominates most markets into which it is introduced.
Within the U.S., the most studied IPO market, bookbuilding has been the offering mechanism of choice, so there is little time series or cross-sectional variation in IPO offering mechanisms.
2 Given this constraint, one approach is to study bookbuilding cross-sectionally across markets. Ljungqvist, Jenkinson, and Wilhelm (2003) conduct such an analysis. They report that underpricing is lower for bookbuilt IPOs when the issues are marketed in the U.S. and when issuers use U.S. lead managers. Our analysis is centered within one marketplace, but more importantly, the setting provides an interesting experiment in which we can disentangle the two distinct building blocks that comprise bookbuilding: allocation flexibility and pricing flexibility. Bookbuilding is usually observed with both elements bundled together while in our study, there is natural separate variation in the individual components. In particular, the variation sets up an interesting laboratory to isolate and examine the role of IPO allocation flexibility, the dimension of bookbuilding that has attracted much controversy. Our evidence suggests that allocation flexibility is critical for effective bookbuilding.
The second part of our paper analyzes IPO books. Empirical work in this area is sparse, largely due to lack of micro-level allocation data, leading Ritter and Welch (2002) 3 After November 2005, a small 5% of the total issue size attributable to QIBs is available for allocation only to domestic mutual funds. 4 The exact number of shares available for each category and the rules applicable to a given issue are known ahead of time. The hybrid method was used as the only non fixed price mechanism when bookbuilding was first introduced in India in 1999. All 16 bookbuilt offerings between 1999 and 2001 used the hybrid method. We make no distinction between these offerings and offerings classified by 
Data
Prime database (henceforth, "Prime"), a major data provider for Indian capital markets, is our primary source of data for Indian IPOs. We obtain data on the bidding behavior and allocations for each IPO by reading the "Key Response Data Summary" sheet in Prime. It provides information on the extent of total oversubscription in each offering. The total oversubscription of an issue is defined as the ratio of total number of shares applied for to the total number of shares available for offer.
We use "Advanced Data Search" in Prime to obtain data on the following basic issue and issuer characteristics after filtering for IPOs. The offer date is the date on which the offer opens for bidding. Offer "proceeds" equal the product of the number of shares and the issue price. The search in Prime also allows filtering for whether an offering uses fixed price or bookbuilt method and identifies the lead managers for an regulators as being "pure bookbuilding". In both types of offerings, lead managers have complete discretion over allocation over a significant fraction, usually 50%, of shares issued.
issue and the industry that the offering firm is a part of. We use the lead manager data to establish a reputation variable. For every offering, we assign the proceeds raised per lead manager on a prorata basis to all managers who are identified as "lead managers" in Prime. For each year, we calculate every lead manager's market share of total proceeds in that year and rank them on the basis of their market shares.
We define "Reputed Lead Managers" as a dummy variable that takes the value of one if the offering has a lead manager ranked in the top five in the offering year, and zero otherwise.
Financial data for each issuer are available from "Public Issues Pricing Parameters" in Prime though many fields are not populated for large fractions of the sample.
Prime separately provided us data on firm "size", which is the book value of equity of the issuer. We search Prime for information on whether an offering was refunded or devolved, the date of these events and the amounts refunded or devolved. These issues are deleted from our final database. Our specifications control for the age of the firm. We construct this variable by searching for the year of incorporation from Prowess, a large database of Indian companies maintained by the Center for
Monitoring the Indian Economy (CMIE). Age is defined as the year of an IPO minus the year of incorporation of the firm. If we cannot construct the age variable from Prowess, we obtain the data from offer documents on the SEBI website, which provides information on IPOs offered after 2002.
We collect information on the listing date, opening and closing prices as of the first day of trading for each IPO. Firms going public in India can list themselves on multiple exchanges simultaneously. Virtually all firms in India list on either the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) or the National Stock Exchange (NSE), which are the major stock exchanges in India today, roughly analogous to NYSE/AMEX and NASDAQ in the U.S., respectively. In our sample, firms were listed on a number of regional exchanges such as Bangalore, Chennai and Hyderabad. We made efforts to obtain the price data from the regional exchanges by calling them and obtaining the information from their print record archives. However, the price data prove to be unreliable. In many cases, we do not have data on the stated start trading day for the IPO and the prices we obtained are of unknown and unverifiable quality. Thus, while our search did uncover data on some of the regional IPOs, we do not use these IPOs in our final analysis. 6 Another feature of IPOs in India is that firms list on an exchange after varying periods of time from the opening date of the issue. For reliability of our analysis, we also exclude those offerings that were listed with a lag of over 2 months from the offering date. 7 We also uncovered examples of firms that do not eventually list for trading although other records indicate that an offer has been completed. 8 We exclude these offerings from our sample.
For the remaining IPOs from Prime that we could identify on the NSE and/or the BSE, Prime provides the listing date and some stock price information. In recent times, most offerings are listed on at least one of these two exchanges. For offerings listed on both exchanges, if the listing date on the two exchanges is different, we choose the earlier listing date and the corresponding stock prices. If, on the other hand, the listing dates are the same, we use the data from the BSE. Based on the stock prices, we define underpricing as the difference between the price at the first day of trading and the issue price, as a percentage of the issue price. Given the lag between the offer date and list date, we market-adjust IPO underpricing by the return on the BSE SENSEX index. We exclude as outliers three IPOs whose market-adjusted underpricing was over 1000 percent. 5 Bookbuilding and IPO Underpricing Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for our final sample of IPOs and a correlation matrix for the variables used in our analyses. For the overall period, the median underpricing in our sample of Indian IPOs, adjusted for market return, is 22% percent, while the mean underpricing is 33%. As in Goldreich (2001, 2003) , underpricing is positively correlated with oversubscription,. The median (mean) oversubscription is 9 (18), indicating a market with active interest in IPOs. Underpricing is negatively correlated with bookbuilding for the full period. As we discuss later, this correlation is time varying, and averages a significant negative correlation in the old regime and an insignificant correlation in the second regime. We analyze these correlations more fully in the regression specifications that we turn to next. Table 2 specifications is IPO underpricing, 9 Though bookbuilding mechanism was formally available starting in 1999, it started only in September 1999 and virtually no firms used bookbuilding in the startup period. While there were 33 fixed price offerings, there were only 2 bookbuilt offerings in the last two months of calendar 1999. Thus, we ignore 1999 and start our analysis with the offerings made in 2000.
Regime With Discretion in Allocation
which is the IPO return from the close of bidding to the first day of trading adjusted for market-wide movements in prices. The main right-hand side explanatory variable of interest is the mechanism used for IPO offering, which is either bookbuilding (BBUILT = 1) or a fixed price offering (BBUILT = 0). The regression controls for the degree of oversubscription, manager reputation, issue size or proceeds, the age of the firm going public, and a dummy for whether the IPO is made during a hot IPO period. Oversubscription and proceeds are the natural logarithms of the relevant variables. The results are similar when we use oversubscription adjusted for marketwide oversubscription by subtracting the average oversubscription for all IPOs in the year of the IPO. The table reports t-statistics based on robust standard errors.
As expected from the univariate correlations in Table 2 , oversubscription has a positive coefficient and is statistically significant at 1% in all specifications. Thus, aggressive bidding in IPOs is associated with a greater initial "pop" in IPO prices.
Underwriter reputation does not matter. Log proceeds is negative and significant with a p-value of better than 5%. Thus, larger issues are associated with lower underpricing, in keeping with the standard results in the IPO literature (Ljungqvist 2005 ). While we control for issue proceeds in our specification in keeping with the IPO literature, we obtain similar results when we control for firm (rather than issue) size, which is the logarithm of the book value of equity. Firm age is not significant in the final specification, although it tends to matter in specifications that exclude log proceeds, where it has a negative coefficient. We include a dummy for whether an IPO is in a hot year or not, but this variable is not significant. The key variable of interest in this specification is BBUILT, the variable that indicates whether an IPO was offered through bookbuilding or a fixed price mechanism. BBUILT has a negative coefficient and is significant with a t-statistic of 1.93, about a p-value of 5%. Thus, bookbuilt IPOs experience lower underpricing, after controlling for other factors, in the regime where underwriters have allocation powers. This result supports the argument that discretion in bookbuilt IPOs enables the underwriter to extract pre-IPO information, which in turn facilitates more accurate pricing and hence lower underpricing.
In Table 3 , we investigate whether bookbuilding is also associated with more certain pricing, or lower variance of underpricing. We test this proposition by regressing the log of the variance of underpricing on bookbuilding and other explanatory variables. We precede the formal regression in Table 3 by testing whether the regression residuals from the underpricing regression in Table 2 are heteroskedastic. The Bresuch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity rejects the null of homoskedastic standard errors at the 1% level. Table 3 tests the form of heteroskedasticity, focusing in particular on whether bookbuilding has a negative effect on underpricing variance. We measure the underpricing variance as the squared residual from a regression of IPO underpricing on the explanatory variables in each column in Table 3 . We regress the natural logarithm of the variance on BBUILT and other control variables. Table 3 reports the results.
In Table 3 , BBUILT has a negative and significant coefficient, indicating that bookbuilding is associated with lower variance of underpricing. Among the control variables, oversubscription is positively related to underpricing variance. Log proceeds has a negative coefficient, suggesting that large issues are more accurately priced, perhaps because underwriters engage in more extensive information gathering for such issues. Firm age has a significant negative coefficient, consistent with the view that older firms with longer operating histories can be priced more accurately compared to younger firms. Underwriter reputation has a positive coefficient, indicating that more reputed managers are associated with less accurately priced issues. This result is an empirical puzzle, as reputed underwriters can be expected to price issues more accurately. The key result, however, is the negative coefficient for bookbuilding, which indicates that bookbuilt IPOs tend to be priced more accurately, consistent with greater ex-ante information production for bookbuilt IPOs, juxtaposed with the value of being able to adjust offer prices in response to market bids in the bookbuilding mechanism.
We next consider parallel specifications in which the Discretionary Allocation Regime is defined as a narrow time period from November 2004 to November 2005.
One motivation for this analysis is that bookbuilding entered the Indian IPO market in 1999. Given the lack of experience of underwriters and investors with bookbuilding in this initial period, it is plausible that the full impact of the new mechanism is perhaps not immediately realized. A second issue is related to IPO cycles. As in the U.S., the Indian IPO market also underwent a cycle, when there was a drop in issuance volume analogous to the U.S. market. Drawing IPO samples from narrower time periods mitigates the cyclicality regime effects. Most importantly, looking ahead to the next section, our objective is to test for the impact of bookbuilding before and Briefly, bookbuilding continues to be associated with lower underpricing (Table 4) and lower underpricing variance (Table 5 ) even in this narrower window of time. As before, oversubscription is significant and has a positive coefficient. Log proceeds is not significant in Table 4 , but firm age has a negative coefficient significant at p-level of 10%. The main coefficient of interest, BBUILT, continues to be negative and significant, suggesting that bookbuilding is associated with lower underpricing even in the narrow time period of one year prior to November 2005. The variance specification reported in Table 5 has few surprises compared to Table 3 . Bookbuilding has a reliably negative and significant coefficient in this narrow window specification. Tables 6 and 7 report the results. Table 6 presents the results for underpricing levels, while Table 7 presents results for the variance of underpricing.
Regime With No Discretion in Allocation
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As in Tables 2 and 4 , we find in Table 6 that oversubscription is positively associated with underpricing. However, in contrast to the results in Table 2 , the coefficient for BBUILT is not significant. Thus, in the regime where underwriters do not control IPO allocations, bookbuilding has no effect on IPO pricing. This suggests that allocation flexibility is a critical ingredient for the effectiveness of bookbuilding. With regard to the control variables, log proceeds is no longer significant, similar to the corresponding result in Table 4 where we sample IPOs from a similar length time window before the regime change. Firm age is now significant at p-levels of better than 5%. Again, this result is remarkably similar to that in Table 4 . Interestingly, manager reputation is significant at the 5% level, so reputed managers are associated with lower levels of underpricing. We conjecture that the result perhaps reflects the fact that with no incentives to gather information in bookbuilt IPOs, investors rely on the better analytics or research capabilities of larger underwriters. Table 7 presents the results for the variance specification. Interestingly, bookbuilding has a negative and significant coefficient, indicating that bookbuilt IPOs have lower underpricing variance. None of the other variables are significant in the variance specification. The fact that the variance is lower for bookbuilt IPOs is not entirely unexpected given that underwriters of bookbuilt IPOs have some flexibility to adjust offer prices ex-post in response to investor bids in the bidding phase. In unreported results, we re-estimate all specifications controlling for firm size using the log of the book value of equity. The results are similar: bookbuilding is not significantly related to IPO underpricing in the post-November 2005 regime. We also experimented with two-stage estimates in which bookbuilding is modeled using a logit specification in stage 1 and underpricing is regressed on instrumented bookbuilding (and other controls) in the second stage, and find similar results.
11 Collectively, the findings highlight the sharp effect of the regime shift that eliminates allocation power from underwriters. Bookbuilding is negatively related to underpricing when underwriters control allocation, but this relation vanishes shortly after underwriters lose allocation power. Thus, the ability to discriminate in allocation seems to be central to effective bookbuilding.
Bids and Allocations: Evidence From Books
Section 5 analyzes the pricing effects associated with bookbuilding when underwriters control IPO allocations. In this section, we examine the actual use of allocation powers by underwriters. We examine the extent to which underwriters discriminate in their allocation and analyze its cross-sectional variation across IPOs.
Dataset
Of the two regimes in our sample period, our allocation analysis focuses on the preNovember 2005 time period when underwriters control allocations. We have a sample from the post-November 2005 period, but this has little interest from the viewpoint 11 These specifications rely on the non-linearity for identification. Candidate instruments such as reputation or a U.S. affiliated underwriter satisfy the standard instrument conditions (related to bookbuilding but not underpricing) but not the condition that outcome should vary over either leg of the binary support, not an uncommon issue in selection models with binary instruments (Heckman and Navorro-Lozano (2004)). In the specifications identified through non-linearity, bookbuilding continues to have a negative and significant coefficient.
of allocations, because in this period, allocations were required to be proportionate by law. We obtain a proprietary sample of books for 25 IPOs drawn from the preNovember 2005 period. Confidentiality restrictions prevent us from revealing the identity of the sample companies in the dataset, but the broad sample characteristics are similar to the universe of all bookbuilt IPOs. Our objective is to analyze the extent and determinants of discrimination in allocation in bookbuilt IPOs.
The bookbuilding literature largely focuses on bids received by underwriters as determinants of allocation. Underwriters promise greater rewards in the form of higher allocation for more aggressive bids, which should provide bidders the incentive to reveal rather than suppress any favorable information they hold about the IPO.
More broadly, the message of the bookbuilding literature, as underlined by Goldreich (2001, 2003) , is that allocations should be a function of an underwriter's assessment of the usefulness of the information in a bid. If so, the bid itself need not be a sufficient statistic for determining IPO allocations. For instance, it is probably the case that information flows between underwriters and potential bidders occur both within and outside the formal IPO process. Soft information probably flows ex-ante when underwriters set a filing range while underwriters witness the hard information in bids presented during the IPO process. Thus, while we control for the actual bid in an IPO, we investigate the role of other variables as candidates to explain allocations. Table 8 The individual bidder names in our sample are not coded consistently so the same fund could have different acronyms across IPOs. Most acronyms are not precise enough to establish the identity of the bidding fund clearly. Thus, we cannot reliably identify the particular fund that bids for an IPO. However, the acronyms are informative enough that we can assign a fund to the parent family it belongs to. Our sample comprises 325 fund families, domestic and foreign.
IPO Bids
We classify fund families according to the frequency with which they participate in IPOs. Frequent bidders are those that belong to families that bid in at least 7 issues (the 75th percentile of the number of IPOs bid per family), rare bidders come from families that participate in only 1 issue (the 25th percentile) while moderate bidders comprise the rest of the bidders. Table 8 shows that frequent bidders account for over 75% of all bids, while moderate frequency bidders account for most of the rest. The previous frequent family measure counts the number of IPOs that a family participates in but ignores the number of bids made by funds from one family. For example, a fund family in which 100 funds made bids in an IPO would be considered in the same way as a family of funds in which only one fund bid for an IPO. Thus, we present a second measure in the lowest panel in Table 8 FIIs also account for correspondingly large pieces of IPO allocation, as revealed in the right most column in Table 8 . Interestingly, FIs account for 9% of the quantities bid but are allocated only about half that proportion of total shares offered (4.7%). This evidence suggests that the large government-backed banks tend to be rationed out in IPO allocations at the expense of other investors more active in equity investing.
Discrimination in Allocation 6.3.1 Aggregate Discrimination
We begin by testing whether there is discrimination in the aggregate. For each IPO, if the allocation is strictly proportionate, the distribution of allocation should be uniform. In fact, it should be equal to the inverse of the total oversubscription for an issue adjusted for rounding to nearest trading lot. In unreported results, we find that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects the null hypothesis of no discrimination at a p-level of 0.00 individually for every IPO in our sample.
How many shares are reallocated by underwriters as a result of discrimination in allocation? For each IPO, we compute the number of shares that an investor would receive had the allocation been proportional. We round up the number of shares to the nearest trading lot. The excess allocation received by an investor is the difference between the actual share allocation minus the hypothetical allocation if there were proportionate allocation. We scale the excess allocation by the number of shares offered in the IPO. Because the average excess allocation sums to zero (by definition), we could report either the positive or the negative orthant of the excess allocation across IPOs. Table 9 displays the averages across the positive side but we obtain similar results when we consider negative excess allocations. In the aggregate, underwriters reallocate on average about 35% of the number of shares offered in an IPO relative to the allocation patterns if a strictly proportionate system were followed.
These figures are greater for domestic MFs and FIIs while FIs are likely to receive
roughly proportionate allocations.
Discrimination Across Individual Bids
To evaluate the discrimination at the level of the individual bids, we need to identify bids that are rewarded with high or low allotments. For this purpose, we compute the "allocation function" associated with each bid. This function is the ratio of the shares allocated to the shares bid. Thus, if an institution bids for 50 shares and gets 20 shares, the percentage allocated equals 40%. To compare this figure across IPOs, we aggregate the allocation function across IPOs. The major complication is the mechanical effect introduced by oversubscription. For instance, an issue that is oversubscribed 100 times is likely to have allocation functions close to 1%, while issues oversubscribed five times will have 20% of shares allocated in the aggregate. Thus, simply comparing allocation functions across IPOs would be confounded by varying oversubscription levels across IPOs.
Our procedure for accounting for oversubscription is nonparametric. For each IPO, we compute the allocation function (i.e., proportion of bid rewarded with allocations) for every bidder in the sample. We create a dummy variable called FAVORED if the allocation function is in the top quartile of the allocation functions for the issue. The actual allocation function for each investor is a subjective call made by an underwriter given the tangible and intangible information the underwriter possesses about the bidder. It is quite plausible that much of the decision is driven by private assessments of the underwriter based on interactions with bidders, some of which could be outside the formal process for the particular IPO in question. We do not have access to this vector of information, but focus on a vector of publicly observable characteristics and examine whether they are related to allocation beyond the specifics of the bid itself. The distinction between bid and bidder is important, because it reflects the essential difference between bookbuilding and other offering mechanisms.
In the latter, pre-specified rules map bids to allocations. In contrast, in bookbuilding, underwriters are not bound by such rules and can make different allocations to different bidders presenting the same bid. We examine this difference and its variation, to assess the use of discrimination in IPO allocations.
To view the underwriter allocation functions in a simple way, we construct a twoway classification of the allocation function. One dimension is the bid size and the other, given the information in Table 9 , is the investor type. To incorporate bid size, we could use a parametric approach in which we include the bid size normalized by shares offered as an explanatory variable in the logit model. Such a specification would presume linearity across the entire range of quantities bid, which is neither realistic nor empirically justified given the heterogeneity in bidding across IPOs. We adopt a within-IPO ranking nonparametric approach. We identify a bid for an IPO as being large or small based on where it ranks among all the bids for the IPO.
Specifically, we divide investor bids within each IPO into quartiles. We rank each investor's bid according to the quartile within the IPO that the bid belongs to. Once again, comparisons of bids across IPOs pose no problems. Table 10 Table 10 reveals that there does not exist a monotonic relationship between bid size and allocation for most bidder types (i.e., when reading across columns). However, interesting patterns of discrimination are evident across bidder types for a given bid size (i.e., when reading down a column). For example, reading across columns in the left panel for MFs in Table 10 , we find that larger bids are monotonically less likely to be UNFAVORED. It decreases from 24.84% probability of being UNFAVORED for the smallest quartile bids to 16.90% for the largest quartile bids. These patterns are consistent with the view that strong MF bids are less likely to be penalized with low allocations. The pattern for FIIs is quite the opposite, where larger bids are more likely to be UNFAVORED. On the other hand, a non-monotonic pattern emerges for FIs. In the case of FIs, the probability of being UNFAVORED decreases with increasing bid sizes except in case of bid sizes in the third quartile.
The right panel of Table 10 examines investors who are FAVORED. Once again, we find that large bids by FIIs are less likely to be FAVORED with the highest quartile allocation. We do not find a linear pattern for other types of investors. Here, allocations are somewhat "U-shaped," with the highest and lowest bids more likely to be FAVORED than the middle quantity bids. Non-linearities in allocation are also evident in the lower panel of Table 10 which reports data on allocations classified by the size of bids and the frequency with which the bidder's family participates in an IPO. For frequent and moderate bidders, higher quartile bids are less likely to be rewarded by FAVORED allocations. On the other hand, rare bidders (who take part in only one IPO in our sample) display a nonlinear pattern where the highest and lowest quartile bids are less likely to be rewarded with FAVORED allocations.
Conversely, these types of bids are more likely to receive UNFAVORED treatment, i.e., be placed in the lowest quartile allocations. A similar elevation in probability of being UNFAVORED -or receiving lowest quartile allocations -is evident for frequent and moderate bidders.
In Table 10 , we find clear evidence of discrimination when we classify allocations by investor type, given quantity. For almost any given bid size (i.e., any column), the probability of being in the lowest quartile allocation (i.e., being UNFAVORED) is higher for FIs than for MFs and FIIs (except for the highest bid size where FIIs are more likely to be UNFAVORED than FIs). For instance, in column 1, which comprises investors making the lowest bid size, the probability that a low bid size will be UNFAVORED is 16.79% for FIIs, 24.84% for MFs, but it is 43.17% for FIs.
Thus, FIs are likely to be at the short end of the stick when it comes to receiving allocations. The opposite picture emerges when we look at the RHS panel, which represent investors who are FAVORED. For instance, among all bids made by FIIs, the likelihood of being FAVORED is 27.72%, i.e., 27.72% of FII bids are among the bids that receive the highest allocations. This figure is 27.38% for MFs, and it falls to 6.82% for FIs. Thus, given a fixed bid size, FIs are less likely to receive a favorable allocation compared to MFs or FIIs.
The evidence in Table 10 suggests that the pattern of allocations is not straightforward. It is neither proportionate nor a function of bid strength alone. The more complex pattern is certainly consistent with underwriters' gaining and using soft information in the IPO process to make allocations strategically. The findings in Section 5 illustrate that being allowed to generate and use such information is associated with lower underpricing in bookbuilt IPOs. The next section characterizes allocations more fully using a multinomial logit model that incorporates other variables in addition to bid size and investor type.
Multinomial logit model of discrimination
We estimate multinomial logit models to test which types of investors are the recipients of favorable or unfavorable allocations. In the logit model, the dependent variable is -1, 0, or +1 corresponding to UNFAVORED=1, FAVORED=0 and UNFA-VORED=0, and FAVORED=1, respectively. The first category comprises investors who receive the lowest quartile of all allocations in an IPO, while the last comprises investors who receive the highest quartile of all allocations in an IPO. The rest of the investors belong to the middle category where both FAVORED and UNFAVORED equal zero. This category forms the baseline for the logit results discussed below. Table 11 reports estimates of several specifications that vary according to the independent variables included in the specification. In all cases, the top Panel A corresponds to FAVORED allocations, while the lower Panel B corresponds to UN-FAVORED allocations. The baseline specification controls for bid size alone through the four bid quartiles. Collinearity necessitates omitting one of the four bid quartiles. We omit the lowest bid quartile, which forms the baseline relative to which the other quartile coefficients are estimated. In the overall sample, we find that larger bids are less likely to be rewarded with higher allocations. While the coefficients for BIDQTILE2 and BIDQTILE3 are not significantly different from each other, the coefficient for BIDQTILE4 is significantly lower than that for BIDQTILE2, suggesting that especially large bids are unlikely to be rewarded with large allocations. The relation is not monotonic with respect to UNFAVORED, where BIDQTILE2 has a marginally significant coefficient (p=0.11), BIDQTILE3 has a more negative and significant coefficient, but the coefficient for BIDQTILE4 is not significant. This pattern is consistent with the aggregate descriptive statistics reported in Table 10 .
The second specification introduces the nature of the bidder as an explanatory Frequent participants might be favored because they could be one source of soft information flows. Alternatively, frequent participants may provide more fertile ground for quid pro quo in trading allocations for commissions. Finally, it is also possible that frequent bidders provide insurance against the lack of sufficient interest in an IPO. Of course, in our case, given the high levels of oversubscription for most IPOs, the insurance is not as much against IPO failure as against potential reputational losses suffered by underwriters who attract lower oversubscriptions than usual. Interestingly, FREQUENT is not significant in the FAVORED equation and has a positive sign in the UNFAVORED model. The data suggest that underwriters attach little incremental value to frequent participation in IPOs. This result could also manifest a lack of power, since the number of non-frequent bidding families are relatively few in our sample.
An interesting test comes from the interaction of the frequent bidder variable with the investor type. Opportunities for quid pro quo, such as swapping allocations for trading commissions, are greater when the frequent bidder is an equity market par-ticipant. Likewise, soft information flow relating to bookbuilding may be greater if frequent bidders are equity market participants. On the other hand, frequent bidders who are not equity investors may matter in allocations if they provide insurance against inadequate bidding in IPOs or offer uninformed competition to equity investors involved in bookbuilding information flows. To test these hypotheses, we interact FREQUENT bidders with whether the bidder is a non-equity bidder. The coefficient is significant in the UNFAVORED equation, suggesting that frequent bidders are less likely to be discriminated against if they are not equity market investor, consistent with an insurance role of these uninformed investors.
We next consider a proxy for the quality of the investor presenting a bid. We consider all families that bid for at least 10 IPOs in our sample. For each qualifying fund family, we construct a sample of all the IPOs that the family invested in. For each IPO, we compute the total number of shares bid by all funds belonging to the family and normalize this quantity by the shares offered in the IPO. We run a crosssectional regression of IPO underpricing on the size of the family's bid. We identify a family as a high quality bidder if its regression R 2 falls into the top quartile of the regression R 2 of all qualifying families. We set the variable QUALITY equal to 1 for high quality bidding families and set it to zero for all other families.
Intuitively, our quality measure classifies families as having high quality if two conditions are met. One condition for a high quality family is that its bidding behavior more closely explains IPO underpricing. The other condition is that the family should participate in a sufficient number of IPOs in our sample. Both the tracking of IPO underpricing and the frequency of participation are based on our sample of IPOs rather than the universe of all IPOs, so our measure is potentially noisy, which creates a bias towards not finding a significant result. We expect that quality bidders should be rewarded with high allocations and less likely to belong to the lowest quartile allocations. Table 11 shows that one of these predictions is supported. The coefficient for QUALITY is positive and significant in Panel A, showing that bidders ranked highly on the quality measure are more likely to be FAVORED in IPO allocations.
We include several issue-specific variables in the logit model. The total level of oversubscription in an IPO could affect allocation. Mechanically, greater levels of oversubscription make more shares available to the underwriter for reallocation, so discrimination should be more likely both on the negative and the positive side in more oversubscribed issues. Such a prediction also comes from bookbuilding theories which suggest that when underwriters learn more positive information in the pre-market (through greater oversubscription), they are more likely to use discrimination. On the other side, if there is little overbidding for an IPO, there is less opportunity to shift around allocations. We find that more oversubscribed issues are more likely to have UNFAVORED allocations. Following the IPO underpricing literature, we include log proceeds as a second control. If greater proceeds are associated with less pricing uncertainty, then there is less to learn in larger issues, so discrimination should be lower for large IPOs. We also consider two proxies for underwriter quality. We include REPUTED to test whether reputed underwriters engage in more discrimination but find it not to be significant in either panel. The second proxy for underwriter quality is whether the managing syndicate includes an underwriter with a U.S. affiliation.
This allows us to test whether a U.S. affiliation results in greater discrimination given the parents' greater experience in bookbuilding. We find that the U.S. affiliation variable matters in the FAVORED equation at 5%.
We also reestimate all logit models with IPO fixed effects, to test whether IPO level heterogeneity explains the significance of some of the explanatory variables. We continue to include issue-level variables in the logit equation in this specification. The last column of Table 11 gives the results. None of the variables lose significance as a result of the IPO fixed effects. The underwriter reputation and U.S. affiliation variables are now significant in the UNFAVORED equation at 10% level. The pseudo-R 2 in the regression does not change appreciably, suggesting that IPO level heterogeneity is not the driver of the cross-sectional relationships established above. Due to the nonlinearity of the logit model and for economic comparisons of binary and continuous variables, we also report the marginal effects of the logit model in Table 12 . The statistically significant explanatory variables also tend to have economically significant marginal effects.
To gain additional insights into the allocation decisions, we examine the turnover in bookbuilt and fixed price IPOs in the after-market in the first week after IPO trading opens. When underwriters control allocations, bookbuilt IPOs have lower turnover (median (mean) = 3.49 (4.77) times shares offered) compared to fixed price offerings (median (mean) = 7.10 (11.69)) and the difference is significant at 5%. In contrast, when underwriters do not control allocations, the difference in turnover is no longer significant. In fact, turnover in bookbuilt offerings is higher in the propor- Overall, the results show that underwriters discriminate in allocation significantly.
Underwriters use information other than the information embedded in an investor's bid to determine allocations. The odds of receiving favorable allocation depends on hard information embedded in bids and other hard and soft information relating to bidders and the issue being offered. The underpricing results in Section 5 suggest that the ability to discriminate is associated with beneficial pricing effects.
Conclusion
Bookbuilding is the dominant method of offering IPOs in the U.S. and has come to dominate many markets into which it is introduced. Bookbuilding is controversial, mainly because of the power it gives underwriters over the IPO process. Unlike other mechanisms, which prescribe fairly tight rules according to which issues are priced and shares allocated, bookbuilding prescribes no preset rules as to how bids should be mapped to offer prices or how shares should be allocated to bidders. These decisions are left to the subjective judgment of underwriters, who thus enjoy considerable power over IPO pricing and more controversially, over IPO allocations.
Our paper develops empirical evidence on the use of underwriter allocation power and its effect on IPO pricing, exploiting natural variation in allocation power in the Indian IPO market. We find that bookbuilding is associated with lower underpricing when underwriters control allocations, but much of this positive effect is quickly dissipated when allocation power is taken away from underwriters. Thus, giving underwriters control over IPO allocations positively impacts IPO pricing even in a high underpricing market. We examine the type of allocation policies associated with these positive pricing effects, based on a proprietary dataset of bids and allocations in IPOs. Discrimination is pervasive and economically significant in our sample.
Allocation is a function not only of the particular bid presented but also depends on the identity of the bidder presenting a bid, issue characteristics, and other soft information possessed by the issue manager during the IPO process.
Our results have other implications. The literature on IPO allocations focuses on the aggregate allocations to institutional investors, specifically the ability of underwriters to reward institutions in the aggregate at the expense of retail investors. In the institutional environment of our study, institutional and individual share quotas are essentially fixed. Yet, allocation discretion matters. Thus, our results suggest that the ability to discriminate in IPO allocations within the institutional investor category is also important for effective bookbuilding. More generally, the ability of underwriters to use non-bid and subjective information rather than bids alone is perhaps one explanation for the popularity of bookbuilding in IPOs compared to other mechanisms that constrain pricing and allocation policies blind to non-bid information.
Our results also have implications for regulatory policy. Granting allocation powers unconditionally to underwriters can certainly result in its abuse. It is probably naive to think that there are no such instances of abuse, or to believe that incentives for kickbacks would never be abused by underwriters (Nimalendran, Ritter, and Zhang (2006) ). The point underlined by our evidence is that there is a detectable positive side to allocation powers as well. The benefits probably come from the flexibility that bookbuilding gives IPO managers to use not just the bid but also other hard and soft non-bid information in the IPO process. This discretion to use non-bid information, unique to bookbuilding, is used positively in the Indian IPO market.
As a closing note, it is also apt to point out that non-discretionary allocation schemes such as the proportionate scheme used in India are not without their own hazards. In fact, the recent allegations of abuses in the Indian market clearly illustrate bid rigging in IPO shares that are subject to proportionate allocations. 12 In balance, our evidence supports the view that the IPO process could become more effective by allowing underwriters to use non-bid information to allocate shares together with more transparency to mitigate the incentives for kickbacks and quid pro quo.
12 The incentive problems caused by proportionate allocations are discussed in the local financial press, see, e.g. , and c denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. Table 2 Funds are assigned to the families they belong to and are identified by the frequency of participation of the family in our sample. Frequent bidders belong to a family that participates in the top quartile of participation frequency, rare bidders belong to fund families that lie in the bottom quartile of participation frequency, while the remaining bidders are classified as moderate frequency bidders. Columns 2-4 provide statistics for the number of bids by investor category while columns 5-7 provide statistics for the number of shares normalized by the total number of shares offered in the issue. Table 9 reports statistics on reallocation of shares in IPOs. The excess allocation is the actual allocation received by an investor minus the hypothetical allocation had the manager followed a proportionate allocation rule. Table 9 reports data on the distribution of the excess allocation classified by investor type. FII denotes a foreign institutional investor, MF denotes a domestic mutual fund, while Fo stands for a domestic financial institution.
The data consist of a proprietary sample of 25 Indian bookbuilt IPOs for which IPO books were made available to us. 25.17% Table 10 reports the probability of receiving favorable or unfavorable allocations in IPOs for different types of institutional bidders and different sizes of bids. Column 1 lists the type of institutional bidder. Bidders are equity investors if they are domestic mutual funds (MFs) or foreign institutional investors (FIIs). Other investors are NONEQUITY investors, of which financial institutions (FIs) form the largest category. Funds are assigned to the families they belong to and are identified by the frequency of participation of the family in our sample. Frequent bidders belong to a family that participates in the top quartile of participation frequency, rare bidders belong to fund families that lie in the bottom quartile of participation frequency, while the remaining bidders are classified as moderate frequency bidders. Bids are classified as being in quartile 1, 2, 3, or 4, based on their ranking within the distribution of all bids for a given IPO. The left panel (columns 2-6) reports the fraction of bidder types and bid sizes that are in the lowest quartile of IPO share allocations while the right panel (columns 7-11) reports the fraction of bidder types and bid sizes that are in the highest quartile of allocations. The data consist of a proprietary sample of 25 Indian bookbuilt IPOs for which IPO books were made available to us.
Table 11
Multinomial logit 4.04% Table 11 reports coefficients of four multinomial logit models. Specifications 1 to 3 vary according to the independent variables included while specification 4 adds IPO fixed effects. In each specification, the dependent variable is -1 if a bidder's allocation was in the lowest quartile of all allocations made in an IPO, +1 if the allocation is in the top quartile, and zero otherwise. BIDQTILE2 (3,4) equal 1 if a bid is in the quartile Table 12 Multinomial Table 12 reports marginal effects of four multinomial logit models. Specifications 1 to 3 vary according to the independent variables included while specification 4 adds IPO fixed effects. In each specification, the dependent variable is -1 if a bidder's allocation was in the lowest quartile of all allocations made in an IPO, +1 if the allocation is in the top quartile, and zero otherwise. BIDQTILE2 (3,4) equal 1 if a bid is in the quartile 2 (3,4) of the distribution of bids for the IPO and zero otherwise. MF =1 (0) if a bidder is (is not) a domestic mutual fund. FII is 1 (0) if an investor is (is not) a foreign institutional investor. Frequent bidders belong to a family that participates in the top quartile of participation frequency. NONEQ*FREQ interacts FREQUENT with NONEQ where NONEQ is 1 if MF=0 and FII=0 and is zero otherwise. QUALITY is
